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Abstract. This paper presents a Monte-Carlo code to simulate the time sequences of the β -decay
following implantation of a continuous radioactive ion beam into a segmented silicon detector.
We extended our simulation to the β -delayed neutron process. An analysis procedure, which has
been developed to obtain simultaneously the β -decay half-life and the β -delayed multi-neutron
emission probability, was verified by the simulation data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The β decay of radioactive nuclei is one of the most fundamental weak-interaction process
that occurs in the universe and across the chart of nuclei. An important property of the β decay
is the characteristic half-life (T1/2 ), which is often the first experimentally accessible quantity for
radioactive nuclei far from stability. The measurement of the β -decay half-life of the radioactive
isotopes (RI) has attracted considerable attention in the field of nuclear structure, nuclear astrophysics and fundamental electroweak standard model. In particular, β decay half-life measures
the integration of so-called β strength function, which reflects the structure of the final state in
c 2018 Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology
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daughter nuclei. The half-life of the proton-deficient nuclei is also an important physical parameter that modulates the speed of the r-process, the main mechanism for synthesis of heavy elements
during the stellar evolution. Moreover, high precision measurement of β decay half-life of “superallowed” Fermi β decay type provides additional test of the CKM unitary within Electroweak
Standard Model [1, 2]. Among these fields, the accurate measurement of the half-life of the very
exotic nuclei is desired. However, such measurement often suffers the low counting rate and involves complicated components arising from descendant decay processes, which can be the main
source of the uncertainty budget. Therefore, the simulation of the backgrounds and nuclear decay
is needed to verify the analytical method and to obtain a reliable value of the half-life.
As for the β -decay half-life of the short-lived radioactive nuclei, with the recent development of the radioactive isotope beam facility, there exists two main techniques, of which typical
measurable half-life ranges from micro-seconds to seconds. In the Isotope-Separation on-line
(ISOL) facility with a tape transport system, the activation technique is employed where the accumulated and disintegrated β activities are counted by a single-pad silicon or a plastic scintillation
detector [3, 4]. In the in-flight facility with fast-beam mass-separator, a high granularity silicon
detector is often employed [5–7]. The main advantage of using such detector is that more than
one isotope can be measured simultaneously by implanting a cocktail beam in to its active area.
Recent advance in such measurement technique utilizes the double-sided silicon strip detector
(DSSD) capable of recording both position and time information of the nuclei of interest and their
β decay. By employing the neutron detector and digital electronics system, it is possible to perform single or double coincidence measurement of ion-β -neutron or ion-β -gamma, in which T1/2
can be obtained with higher accuracy than that of a single ion-β measurement.
Beta-decay process is often followed by the emission of electromagnetic radiation or delayed particles due to the subsequent de-excitation of daughter nuclei. In neutron-rich nuclei, the
delayed neutrons (DNs) emission process occurs when the β decay populates an excited state
above the neutron separation energy. The β -delayed multi-neutron emission probabilities, Pxn
(where x = 1, 2, 3, . . . ), characterizing the emission of x neutrons (β xn), are the characteristic quantities of this decay process. These values are of important for various fields. In nuclear
physics, the Pxn value represents a fraction of β decay strength at the excitation energy above
the neutron separation energy in daughter nuclei. In nuclear astrophysics, the DNs emission occurs along the decay of the r-process nuclei and it is an important process during the freeze-out
time [8]. The DNs emission from fission product in nuclear reactor also plays a key role to control
and operate the reactor safety [9].
Despite decades of extensive experimental efforts, the information about the DNs process
has been mostly limited to the radioactive nuclei closed to stability and single-delayed neutron
emission. Only about 298 P1n values were measured out of 612 β -delayed neutron emitters listed
in the Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2016) [10, 11]. However, there exists a lot of discrepancies
among the reported results which associated with large uncertainty due to experimental uncertainties in identification of associated neutrons with energies of a few eV up to a few MeV from the
background in complex decay processes [4].
One limitation for the measurement of the Pxn values is the complex contributions from
various sources of uncorrelated neutron-like background, namely: (i) electronics noise (ii) ambient
background (mainly from cosmic days and natural radioactive nuclei) (iii) beam-induced neutrons
(iv) beta-delayed neutron from others implanted isotopes from the cocktail beam.
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Monte-Carlo simulation method has been successfully applied to study the radioactive decay processes. Examples include the simulation of the radioactive decay which was incorporated
in the general-purpose Geant4 [12], MCNP [13] or FLUKA [14] programs. However, these programs are not suitable for simulating the complexity of the experimental setup in the radioactive
beam facilities, including the effect of the background from electronics noises and the spatial
distributions. Therefore, a Monte Carlo simulation program, which is specifically designed for
the experimental setup in RIs beam facilities is needed to help verify the analysis procedure and
understand the effect of background.
In this paper, Monte-Carlo technique was employed to obtain time-ordered implant-β and
neutron data set simulating the experimental condition of a β -delayed neutron emission measurement in the fast-radioactive beam facility. A multicomponent fitting procedure to deduce simultaneously the β decay half-life and β -delayed multi-neutron emission probability was developed
and verified by using the simulation data set.
II. EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup for the measurement of β decay halflife and β delayed neutron emission probability.

The simulation described in the present work is motivated by an experimental program at
RIKEN, the BRIKEN project [10], on the measurement of the T1/2 and Pxn values of β -delayed
neutron emitters in the neutron-rich region of the nuclear chart. The RIs beam was produced by
fragmentation of the accelerated heavy ion beam impinged on a light target. Those isotopes were
separated and identified event-by-event by using multi-stage spectrometer before entering the β
decay setup described in Fig. 1. The setup consists of a stack of double-sided silicon detectors
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(DSSDs) surrounded by a neutron counters array. The implantation of RIs beam and their subsequence β decay that took place in a segment of the DSSDs were recorded by a dual-gain electronic
system and a time-stamping DAQ system. The detection of DNs following the β decay is realized
by a neutron counters array, in which neutrons were slowed down in a high-density polyethylene
block (moderator) until being captured in the 3 He counters. The design of this detector array can
be found in [15]. The output raw data of the implant, beta and neutron events contains both the
timing and spatial position, thanks to the digital electronics and time-stamping system.
III. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
The implantation events of the RIs in a DSSD detector were simulated with information
about the time and spatial position. Their absolute arrival time was sampled randomly with an assumption of the Poisson process so that the time difference between successive events is described
as a well-known exponential probability distribution
∆Timplant = e−Rt

(1)

where R is the implantation rate.
The implantation position within an active detector area was simulated with a predefined
distribution within a detector area to mimic the realistic implantation distribution due to the beam
optics. Fig. 2a shows an example of the spatial distribution.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Simulated implantation profile (a) and the position difference dx and dy between
detected decay event and implantation event (b).

After the implantation of each parent isotope in the DSSDs, β -decay event takes place after
a time interval dT , which was randomly sampled from the exponential time distribution, where
T1/2 is the half-life of the parent nuclei:
dT = e−t(ln 2)/T1/2 .

(2)

These simulated time intervals were applied to all member in the decay chain, after their
creation by β decay of the preceding (parent) nuclei. The decay chain including DNs emission
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branch, which were considered in the simulation, is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Simultaneously, the
absolute timing information for each decay event was registered, sorted and stored in a form of
specified data structure.
The emitted β particle from the decay events deposits its energy at the near-by position
from the implantation position of RI. Their detection positions were sampled randomly assuming
a predefined spatial distribution of the detected β particle around the implantation position in two
dimensions (dx and dy) as shown in Fig. 2b. This is to mimics the ambiguity of the position
determination of β particle due to the combined effect of strip threshold, the implantation depth
and the small energy loss of β particle.
A certain portion of all beta events associated with the implanted RI is not detected by
DSSSD due to the escape of the beta particles from the DSSSD, the electronics energy-threshold,
and dead-time effect. The effects of in-efficiency were simulated by registering the events with a
generated uniform-random number (from zero to unity) that falls within a given range of efficiency.
Upon the emission of the β particles from the decay chain members, the probability of
emitting a neutron and its detection probability were simulated by a similar manner with the detection efficiency simulation for beta particles, given by the input values of β -delayed neutron
emission probabilities and neutron detection efficiency for each decay chain member.
The β -like background arose from the implantation of the other isotopes and electronics
noise were considered with an assumption of constant rate. Therefore, their absolute arrival times
can be simulated in the same way with the primary implantation events. Moreover, their spatial
distribution was also simulated with a predefined distribution.
In this work, the generation of the exponential, normal and uniform random number utilizes
the TRandom3 class provided in the ROOT package [16].
IV. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
The β -decay half-life was deduced by using the delayed coincidence method [6,18], where
the time difference between an implantation of a particular isotope and the associated β -decay
event was sorted into a time histogram of so-called decay curve, which describes the number of
nuclei decaying in a unit time as a function of time. In order to reduce the random correlated
background due to the decay of other implanted isotopes and electronics noise, a spatial correlation condition was applied by selecting the β -decay event at nearby position with respect to
the implantation position. By fitting the resulting experimental decay curve to a mathematical
formula, the β -decay half-life of the implanted nuclei was obtained.
Since the RIs of interest are far away from stability line in this work, the resulting decay
curve was contributed by not only parent-daughter decay but also others decay products along the
decay chain originated from parent nuclei as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The mathematical formula
describing the decays of the nuclei in the decay chain superposed on a constant background C is
given by:
i=n

fb = ∑ (εβ i λi Xi (t)) +C

(3)

i=1

where Xi = ∑ Xk is the number of nuclei of ith member of the decay chain at certain time which
k

is summed over all possible decay path k through β 0n or β xn decay channels. λi and εβ i are the
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decay constant and the beta detection efficiency, respectively. In this work, we assumed a common
β detection efficiency for all members in the decay chain as well as for the DNs emission channel
as in [6, 19]. Thus, all contributions of the decaying nuclei are affected by the same efficiency
factor and the resulting fit to the decay curve is independent of the β efficiency.

Fig. 3. A generalized flow path involving production and destruction of a member N j in
series with corresponding total removal constant λ j and branching ratio b j [17] (a) and
an abstract flow diagram of a decay chain considered in the simulation, starting from an
implantation of nuclei AZ X, the red arrows indicate the decay channel with delayed neutron
emission (b).

The number of decaying nuclei for each linear decay path (as in Fig. 3) can be written
explicitly by using a general solution of Batemann equations [17]:
!
j=n
j=n−1
e−λ j t
k
Xi (t) = X1 (0) ∏ λ j b j, j+1 ∑ p=n
(4)
j=1
j=1
∏ λp − λ j
p=1,p6= j

where X1 (0) is the number of parent nuclei at time zero. λ j and b j, j+1 are the decay constant and
the branching ratio of ith member in the decay chain.
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The β -delayed neutron emission probabilities Pxn for a given implanted nucleus can be
extracted by taking the ratio between the number of β -decay following by the delayed neutron
emission and the total number of β decay. Those numbers were indirectly quantified by fitting
the decay curves constructed from the implant-associated β -decay events in coincidence with
neutron signal detected within a neutron thermalization time window Tth in the neutron counter,
where appropriate fitting function was applied to follow the relation between the Pxn and the initial
activities of parent nuclei with neutron multiplicity (gated for decay activities). For the β 1n decay,
the decay curve constructed in coincidence with single neutron event (multiplicity one) d1n was
used in the fit, whereas for β 2n decay, we introduced an additional decay curve gated on two
neutrons event (multiplicity two) d2n . Within the context of this work, we concentrated only
on the β -delayed one and two-neutron emitters which are of interest in the present experiment.
Additional decay curves with gate on event with x neutrons emission (x > 2) must be taken into
account for determining Pxn with x > 2.
To begin with, let us assume an ideal case where there is no neutron background. The
contribution to the one neutron gated decay curve d1n comes from not only the β 1n channel but
also the β 2n channel where only one out of two neutrons are detected in the neutron counter
due to the detection inefficiency effect. The corresponding fitting function f1n (t) for d1n (without
a constant background) in this case is given by the following equations, where the first and the
second summation run over all the β -delayed one and two neutron emitters in the decay chain,
respectively
fβ11n (t) =

∑

P1n εβ 1n ε1n λi Xi

(5)

i
λi Xi (t)
εβ 2n 2ε2n (1 − ε2n )P2ni

(6)

i∈β 1n

fβ21n (t) =

∑
i∈β 2n

fβ 1n (t) = fβ11n (t) + fβ21n (t)

(7)

The parameters ε1n and ε2n are the β efficiency for the delayed one and two neutrons channel, respectively. Within the context of this work, we assumed a common single neutron detection
efficiency for β 1n and β 2n channels because of the constant detection efficiency of neutron with
energies up to a few MeV for the BRIKEN project [10]. The systematic effect of possibly lower
detection efficiency of neutron with higher energies (En ≥ 2 MeV) will be described in a separate
paper using the neutron hit distribution in the moderator.
The fitting function for two neutron gated decay curve d2n (without a constant background)
takes the form:
fβ 2n (t) =

∑

2
P2n ε2n
λi Xi (t)

(8)

i∈β 2n

Various background sources affect the experimental decay curves and must be taken into
account in the fit. The accidental implant-β background comes from β -like signals detected in
the DSSDs which are not associated with the implanted nuclei. This background contributes to
the decay curves with and without neutron gate as a form of flat distribution superposed on the
truly correlated implant-β signal. Such uncorrelated background component can be estimated by
constructing the implant-β correlation in backward (t < 0) time direction and extrapolate to the
forward (t > 0) direction by fitting it with a constant background model.
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The random neutron background in coincidence with correlated implant-β events should
be also considered in the fit of the d1n and d2n decay curves. The random coincidence probability
factors are denoted by rn for the probability of at least one random background neutron detected in
coincidence, r1n for the probability of one background neutron detected, and r2n for the probability
of two random background neutrons detected within Tth . The magnitude of these factors can be
reliably obtained by taking the ratio between the number of neutron multiplicity (at least one,
one or two neutrons) correlated β -like signals in backward (t < 0) time direction within the time
window Tth and total number of β -like signals. For the singly neutron gated decay curve d1n , the
following three components should be considered:
1) The probability of that within the β -neutron correlation time window Tth there is exactly one background neutron detected (O1nbkg ) and no real neutrons from β xn decay
are detected (Oreal ):
Oreal ⊗ O1nbkg = r1n fβ − r1n fβ 1n − r1n fβ 2n

(9)

2) The probability of that within the β -neutron correlation time window Tth there is exactly one real neutron from β 1n decay detected (O1nreal ) and no background neutrons
are detected (Onbkg ):
O1nreal ⊗ Onbkg = fβ11n − rn fβ11n

(10)

3) Similarly, for the case when there is exactly one real neutron from β 2n decay detected
(O2n1real ) and no background neutrons are detected (Onbkg ) within the thermalization
time Tth :
O2n1real ⊗ Onbkg = fβ21n − rn fβ21n
(11)
The doubly neutron gated decay curve d2n consists of four components as described below:
1) The probability of that within the β -neutron correlation time window Tth there is
exactly two background neutrons (O2nbkg ) detected and no real neutrons from β xn
(Oreal ) are detected
Oreal ⊗ O2nbkg = r2n fβ − r2n fβ 1n − r2n fβ 2n

(12)

2) The probability of that within the β -neutron correlation time window Tth there is exactly two real neutrons from β 2n decay detected (O2nreal ) and no background neutrons
are detected (Onbkg ):
O2nreal ⊗ Onbkg = fβ 2n − rn fβ 2n

(13)

3) The probability of that within the β -neutron correlation time window Tth there is exactly one real neutron from β 1n decay detected (O1nreal ), together with one background neutron (O1nbkg ) and no others background neutron are detected (Onbkg ):
1
1
(O1nreal ⊗ O1nbkg ) ⊗ Onbkg = r1n f1n
− rn (r1n f1n
)

(14)

4) Similarly, for the case when exactly one real neutron from β 2n decay detected (O2n1real ),
together with one background neutron (O1nbkg )and no other background neutron are
detected (Onbkg ):
2
2
(O2n1real ⊗ O1nbkg ) ⊗ Onbkg = r1n f1n
− rn (r1n f1n
)

(15)
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. (Color online) Results of the simultaneous analysis of T1/2 , P1n and P2n of 134 In. In presented
in the form of decay curves without neutron gate (a), with one neutron gate (b) and two neutrons
gate (c). In panel (a) the green solid line represents the combined fitting function, other dashed- lines
represent decay components of parent (blue dashed line) and descendant nuclei in the decay chain.
In panel (b), the green solid line represents the combined fitting functions of component 1 (yellow
dashed line), component 2 (blue dashed line), component 3 (purple dashed line) and background. In
panel (c) the green solid line represents the combined fitting function of component 1 (yellow dashed
line), component 2 (purple dashed line), component 3 (cyan dashed line), component 4 (blue dashed
line) and background. The decomposition of each components from simulation data as a form of
histogram were displayed as well. Details explanation of each components were presented in Sec. IV.

The consistency check of results can be assessed by applying the analysis method to the
simulation data sets that have been generated from known input parameters. In this paper, the
simulated data set were made for the analysis of the β -delayed neutron measurement of the very
neutron rich nuclei around N = 82 neutron shell closures. Here, we took an example of the expected β -delayed two neutrons emitter 134 In [20]. The T1/2 and Pxn values of descendant nuclei
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and the T1/2 of parent nuclei (140(4) ms) used in the simulation were taken from NNDC database [21]. To mimic an extreme condition of the neutron and β background, the experimental
condition such as the implantation rate, neutron and β background rate for the nuclei with largest
implantation rate was taken as input parameters for the simulation. We generated a simulation
data set assuming two hypothetical scenarios for Pxn values of parent nuclei: (1) P1n = 50% and
P2n = 50%, (2) P1n = 50% and P2n = 25%. The simulated data set were sorted into three decay
curves: without gating on neutron d, gating on neutron multiplicity one d1n and gating on neutron multiplicity two d2n . They were then fitted simultaneously by Binned Maximum-Likelihood
method, which is incorporated in the ROOT package. The T1/2 , P1n , P2n , the initial activity and
constant background are only parameters that were varied in the fit.
Figure 4a shows the fitted decay curves. In this figure, each decay components of descendant nuclei can be decomposed thank to the capability to identify temporal position in the decay
chain of each neutron and beta events from the simulated data set. In Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c, the fitted
decay curves gated with one and two neutrons were presented together with their decomposition
of each contributed components as mentioned earlier. The best estimate of the T1/2 and P1n and
P2n values for the first case were 140.2(3) ms, 50.1(2)% and 50.05(16) %, respectively. While for
the second case we obtained T1/2 = 140.1(3), P1n = 49.9(2)% and P2n = 25.07(12)%. The perfect
agreement of the analytical fitting functions with the decay curves with and without neutron multiplicity gating demonstrates the capability of the analysis method to provide best estimates for the
T1/2 and Pxn values, which are also confirmed to be matched with the simulation input parameters
within the statistical error.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced a new simulation algorithm to simulate a typical β -decay
measurement in the fast-radioactive beam facility utilizing highly segment implantation detector
and neutron counter array. A sophisticated analysis method was developed to extract simultaneously the T1/2 , P1n and P2n values from the time-stamped data set. The simulation data set of 134 In
under extreme condition of neutron and β background were used to confirm the validity of our
analysis procedure.
The success of our analysis method will be also applicable for high precision decay spectroscopy with additional coincidence of gamma-rays in future.
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